
Jay-Z, Big pimpin / Papercut
vs. Linkin Park HaYou're wasting your talent, RandyIt's like I'm paranoid lookin' over my backIt's like a whirlwind inside of my headIt's like I can't stop what I'm hearing withinIt's like the face inside is rightWhy does it feel like night today?Something in here's not right today.Why am I so uptight today?Paranoia's all I got leftI don't know what stressed me firstOr how the pressure was fedBut I know just what it feels likeTo have a voice in the back of my headLike a face that I hold insideA face that awakes when I close my eyesA face watches every time I lieA face that laughs every time I fallAnd watches everythingSo I know that when it's time to sink or swimThat the face inside is hearing meRight beneath my skinIt's like I'm paranoid lookin' over my backIt's like a whirlwind inside of my headIt's like I can't stop what I'm hearing withinIt's like the face inside is rightYou know I - thug em, fuck em, love em, leave emCause I don't fuckin need emTake em out the hood, keep em lookin goodBut I don't fuckin feed emFirst time they fuss I'm breezinTalkin bout, &quot;What's the reasons?&quot;I'm a pimp in every sense of the word, bitchBetter trust than believe emIn the cut where I keep emtil I need a nut, til I need to beat the gutsThen it's, beep beep and I'm pickin em upLet em play with the dick in the truckMany chicks wanna put Jigga fist in cuffsDivorce him and split his bucksJust because you got good head, I'ma break breadso you can be livin it up? Shit I..parts with nothin, y'all be frontinMe give my heart to a woman?Not for nothin, never happenI'll be forever mackinHeart cold as assassins, I got no passionI got no patienceAnd I hate waitin..Hoe get yo' ass inAnd let's RI-I-I-I-I-IDE.. check em out nowRI-I-I-I-I-IDE, yeahAnd let's RI-I-I-I-I-IDE.. check em out nowRI-I-I-I-I-IDE, yeahWe doin.. big pimpin, we spendin G'sCheck em out nowBig pimpin, on B.L.A.D.'sWe doin.. big pimpin up in N.Y.C.It's just that Jigga Man, Pimp C, and B-U-N BYo yo yo.. big pimpin, spendin G'sWe doin - big pimpin, on B.L.A.D.'sWe doin.. big pimpin up in N.Y.C.It's just that Jigga Man, Pimp C, and B-U-N B (b...)
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